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Abstract The importance of vector instructions is growing in modern computers. Almost all architectures include some form of vector instructions and the tendency is for the size of the instructions to grow with newer designs. To take advantage of the performance that these systems offer, it is imperative that programs use these instructions, and yet they do not always do so. The tools to take advantage of these extensions require programmer assistance either by hand coding or providing hints to the compiler. We present Vector Seeker, a tool to help investigate vector parallelism in existing codes. Vector Seeker runs with the execution of a program to optimistically measure the vector parallelism that is present. Besides describing Vector Seeker, the paper also evaluates its effectiveness using two applications from Petascale Application Collaboration Teams (PACT) and eight applications from Media Bench II. These results are compared to known results from manual vectorization studies. Finally, we use the tool to automatically analyze codes from Numerical Recipes and TSVC and then compare the results with the automatic vectorization algorithms of Intel’s ICC. Keywords vectorization, SIMD, dynamic analysis, compilers
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Bob Kuhn



Introduction



Microprocessor vector extensions are now key components in most designs, and utilizing them effectively is key to performance. Vector operations replace several instances of an operation and execute them in parallel as a single operation. What operations are supported by these instructions and how many instructions can be executed simultaneously is a function of the architecture and of the size of the vector registers. Recently, these registers have been growing in size reaching 256-bits with the Intel AVX and 512-bits in the upcoming Xeon Phi. Unlike most of the other improvements in processor design, taking advantage of vector extensions requires programs to be changed. There are three common methods for incorporating vector instructions into programs: writing in assembly language, using in-
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trinsic functions, and using a vectorizing compiler. In the case of assembly, the code must be rewritten to take advantage of changes in the architecture. Programs written using intrinsics are more portable but usually are still tied to particular architectural parameters and porting these programs requires significant programmer time. Unfortunately, vectorizing compilers fall short of the completely automatic ideal, and often much programmer assistance is needed to get reasonable performance. With finite budgets, this leaves the question of where to apply programmer time. We propose a tool for measuring the vector potential of existing code. This tool identifies opportunities for vectorization in executed code to help guide both manual optimization efforts and compiler writers in improving autovectorization passes. We believe benefits to programmers, compiler writers, and machine designers can be achieved with a tool that has an architectureindependent view of vectorization. The choice to build the tool with an architecture-independent structure decouples the question of vector potential from specific architectural features. This will allow the tool to be useful even as vector units evolve. The main result of this choice is that the tool cannot make assumptions as to what instructions can be vectorized, nor can it make assumptions about what access patterns are supported by the architecture. Thus we propose measuring the performance of existing programs on an ideal vector machine rather than any particular machine. This approach was largely inspired by the work of Kumar [7], who in the late 1980s developed a tool to measure the amount of parallelism implicit in scientific Fortran programs. The ideal vector machine is not one that can be implemented in any hardware but rather one with an unlimited number of registers, unbound memory, and unlimited width vector units that handle all instructions other then control flow. This machine would be able to execute any vector operation coming from a conventional loop in one unit of time regardless of the memory access pattern. We use this ideal machine to measure the vector potential to approximate the maximum potential of the program being analyzed. Constraining the machine to some fixed architectural choices would reduce vectorization potential and, while the ideal machine is never reachable, it will allow a comparison between current hardware and the best possible hardware. Computing an approximation to the best performance on the ideal vector machine would give us an approximation to the upper bound of the vector parallelism available to any conventional program. To do this, we have several choices. First, we could use compiler technology to translate the program into vector form, but this would have the same limitations that vectorizing compilers already have. Our choice instead is to use program traces, as Kumar



for ( i = 0; i < N ; i ++) A [ i ] = B [ i ] + C [ i ];



Figure 1. Simple Loop



LD B[i]



LD C[i]



B[i] + C[i]



LD B[i]



LD C[i]



...



i=0 ST A[i] LD B[i]



LD C[i]



B[i] + C[i]



i++ ST A[i]



B[i] + C[i]



LD B[i]



ST A[i]



LD C[i]



...



B[i] + C[i]



ST A[i]



Figure 2. Simple loop dynamic dependence graph did, to find general type of parallelism, and seek vector operations in those traces. The core problem of using traces is that the size of the complete trace of a program is typically too large and time consuming to generate. Thus, rather than saving the trace in a file and analyzing it, we stream the trace to code that does the analysis on the fly. This way, we never need to produce the actual trace. In the case of finding the maximum parallelism the on the fly analysis is straightforward as discussed by Kumar. The case of SIMD parallelism is not so easy to analyze since we can only execute operations at the same time if they are of the same type. Thus we cannot assume that operations are executed at the earliest possible time as was done in Kumar’s COMET system. In this paper we present Vector Seeker, a tool for measuring vector potential in conventional codes. This tool uses an architecture agnostic approach to model vector potential and does not require access to source code to run. When the source is available, Vector Seeker provides guidance to programmers to optimize existing codes. We describe the techniques used to implement Vector Seeker and how we differentiate potential vector operations from loop record keeping operations. In our experiments we use Vector Seeker to guide the search for vector parallelism in Media Bench II [1] and two applications from Petascale Application Collaboration Teams (PACT) [2, 8], where the tool compares favorably to manual analysis results. Then, also using Vector Seeker, we carry out a fully automatic investigation of the effectiveness of ICC on code from Numerical Recipes [11] as well as loops from the Test Suite for Vectorizing Compilers (TSVC) assembled by Callahan, Dongarra and Levine [4]. Finally, we discuss previous work in the field and describe possible future extensions.



2.



Vector Seeker



Two instructions can be executed at the same time whenever they are not related by a dependence. We say that there is a dependence from instruction A to instruction B if A writes a value to a memory location that is later read by B. In the literature, this type of dependence belongs to a class known as flow dependence or true dependence [6]. There are other classes of dependences known as



Figure 3. Simple loop dynamic dependence graph after pruning



memory-related dependences, but we ignore these to approximate the upper bound of what is vectorizable. The reason is that memoryrelated dependences can often be removed by program transformations. To determine absence of dependences, Vector Seeker analyzes the dynamic dependence graph, which is a graph with instruction executions as nodes and edges pointing from the instruction that writes a value to a memory location to every instruction that reads that value. Consider the very simple example code fragment in Figure 1. The dynamic dependence graph of the first two iterations of the loop is shown in Figure 2. This graph shows that there is no dependence chain connecting the two instances of the addition. However, we do not want to search the whole graph looking for independent nodes since it would be very expensive. Instead of looking for dependences, we, following Kumar, associate with each node with no incoming dependences a depth of zero. For all other nodes the depth is the maximum length over all paths originating at nodes with depth zero. In Kumar’s work two instructions are assumed to be executable in parallel with each other if they are at the same depth. This does not work in our case, even for this simple example, since the first instance of the addition takes place at depth two and the second instance takes place at depth three. To resolve this problem, Vector Seeker does not work on the full graph but rather on a graph pruned by removing all nodes that will not lead to vector operations. This is done by partitioning memory into locations that are assumed to contain “vectors” and locations that are not. Then, every node without a predecessor that is a load from a location within a vector is removed from the graph. In the previous example, this produces the graph in Figure 3. Now the depth in the graph and the identity of the operands can be used to determine that the loads from B and C, the store to A, and the additions can be executed as a vector instructions. The question remains of how to determine what is a vector location. We examined different possibilities and settled on treating only dynamic allocations as vector allocations. The primary idea is that scalar variables that we want to prune out from the dynamic dependence graph will typically be on the stack and not allocated explicitly in the program. We also find that the most important memory is dynamically sized and therefore dynamically allocated. Since storing even this pruned graph would be impractical, Vector Seeker uses the number of times each static instruction could be executed at each depth in the graph to identify vector operations. For the simple example in Figure 3 we would find that the LD,+, and ST nodes could all be executed N times at depths 0, 1, and 2 respectively. To compute the depth of a node corresponding to an instruction I in in the DAG, Vector Seeker only needs the depth of the in-



T ← max(shadow values of the instruction’s input operands) I ← instruction address if I is a vector allocation then for all addresses A in allocation do SM [A] = T + 1 end for else if I is a vector deallocation then for all addresses A in vector deallocation do SM [A] = ⊥ end for else if instruction = simple load or store with address A then SM [A] ← T else if T 6= ⊥ then A ← destination address SM [A] ← T + 1 RV [I][T + 1] ← RV [I][T + 1] + 1 end if Figure 4. Greedy Instrument



structions that computed the source operands. To accomplish this, Vector Seeker maintains a Shadow Memory or SM as a global map from memory addresses including register ids to depths. This map is initialized to ⊥. When Vector Seeker sees a vector allocation, it updates all allocated locations the depth of the allocation operations. This value tells us when the vector was allocated and also, since it no longer has the value ⊥, that this location belongs to a vector. In addition, every time that a memory location or a register is assigned a value, the depth of the instruction making the assignment is stored in the SM of the memory location or register. To compute the depth of an instruction all that is needed is to find the depth of the instructions that computed the input operands, and this value is in the SM . The core of the Vector Seeker algorithm is in Figure 4. The code takes three inputs: the address of the instruction being instrumented, the Shadow Memory map SM and a Result Vector RV . The results vector is itself a vector, indexed by the address of the static instruction, and each element is a vector indexed by the depth so that RV [i][T ] is the number of instances of instruction i that have been executed at depth T and containing the number of instances of the static instruction that were executed at depth T . The code in Figure 4 proceeds as follows. First it computes the start depth of an instruction by taking the maximum of the depth where all its operands were computed. This is the earliest time the instruction can be started. If the instruction is a vector allocation, it updates the shadow region of all allocated memory to the current time plus one. In the case of a deallocation, it resets the shadow of all deallocated memory to ⊥. This way, it maintains the partition of the dynamic dependence graph into vector and nonvector sources. If the instruction was simply a load, store, or combination of the two, it copies time T to the shadow of the destination. If the T is ⊥, that is if the source is a scalar, this value is copied to the destination to identify it also as a scalar location. This is assumed to take no time so that moves that are not algorithmic, such as register spills, will not introduce delays. Finally if the computed time is not ⊥ that is, when at least one of the operands is a vector, the shadow of the destination will be assigned T + 1 and the Result Vector will have the value indexed by the instruction address and time T + 1 incremented to represent the growing vector. When the instrumented program completes, Vector Seeker will have a result vector that contains the size and number of distinct vector operations that can be executed at each static instruction. This result represents the number of vectors that can be constructed for the program. In the ideal case a static instruction will have a



LD R0 0 LD R1 N LD R2 A LD R3 B LD R4 C JGE R0 R1 loopout loopin : LD R5 R3 [ R0 ] LD R6 R4 [ R0 ] ADD R5 R6 ST R2 [ R0 ] R5 INC R0 JLN R0 R1 loopin loopout :



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14



Figure 5. Simple Loop Assembly single vector at some time T with a count equal to the number of times the instruction was executed in the program. To illustrate this procedure, consider the assembly code in Figure 5 which corresponds to the code in Figure 1, Assume that the vectors A, B, and C have been allocated by an operation at depth 1 so that in the initial state of SM all array locations have a value of 1. All other locations are assumed to be on the stack and not allocated and hence have a value of ⊥. The first instruction that will change the state of Vector Seeker is at line 8 where the shadow of the array element accessed (B[i]) will have a value of 1 and thus the shadow of R5 will get a value of 1 and the same will happen in line 9. The add at line 10 will add an entry into RV with the address of line 10 a depth of 2 and a count of 1. It will also update the SM value for R5 to 2. The store at line 11 will update the SM of the array location to 2. The rest of the loop body will not change the state of Vector Seeker. When the next iteration starts the loads will again update SM for the registers to 1. This time the add at line 10 will increment the already existing value for RV rather than create a new entry since the T value will again be 2. Finally, after N iterations result will be a non zero single entry in RV (in element 2) for the instruction with address 10 with a value of N .This means that all instances of the ADD instruction at location 10 can be executed as a single vector instruction (with vector length of N ). This approach to measuring vector potential misses one well known class of vectorizable loops, reductions. Since reductions have by their nature a true dependence from one iteration to the next Vector Seeker in its current form will not recognize them as having vector potential. It will find other instructions in the loop as vectorizable so it will find the loop to be partially vectorizable. 2.1



Implementation and Code Instrumentation



Vector Seeker is implemented using Intel PIN [9]. This and the support of XED X86 Encoder Decoder allows Vector Seeker to instrument any program that will run on an Intel processor no mater the source language. While the raw mode of Vector Seeker has real value, there are several extensions that require access to data beyond the binary. When debugging information is available, Vector Seeker can associate the vector accesses with the line in the source program. This greatly improves the value of the results that are provided by the tool. When the source is available, several instrumentation functions, listed in Figure 6, can be invoked. These functions belong to three categories: memory partition control, tracing control, and loop information. The first category of functions allows users to control memory partition by marking regions of memory as vector memory. The pair of functions tracer array memory and tracer array memory clear



for ( i = 0; i < N ; i ++) read ( A [ M ]) B [ i ] = decode ( A [ M ])



void _ t r a c e r _ a r r a y _ m e m o r y ( void * start , size_t length ) ; void _ t r a c e r _ a r r a y _ m e m o r y _ c l e a r ( void * start ) ; void _ tr ac er _ tr ac eo n () ; void _ t r a c e r _ t r a c e o f f () ;



decode ( A [ M ]) total = 0 for ( i = 0; i < M ; i ++) total += A [ i ] return total



void _ t r a c e r _ l o o p s t a r t ( long long id ) ; void _ tr ac er _ lo op en d ( long long id ) ;



Figure 6. Instrumentation Functions



allow the user to specify to Vector Seeker when to mark a region as vector allocated by setting its Shadow Memory to 1 and when to clear the Shadow Memory back to ⊥. The tracer traceon and tracer traceoff provide for granular tracing regions. By default Vector Seeker starts tracing when entering main and ends when it exits. These functions allow for tracing more limited regions (e.g. functions or loops) to limit the range where to identify potential vector operations so that the analysis can be done faster when the user is only interested in the vector potential of a limited region. Tracing is managed like a stack so that when tracer traceon is invoked multiple times, tracing will be enabled as long as the number of tracer traceon invocation exceeds the number of tracer traceoff invocations. The scope limiting features are very valuable in Vector Seeker to deal with two different cases we encountered. The first is where the vector potential would require very extensive restructuring. Imagine a decoding program such as the simple one in Figure 7. In this program, the outer loop reads in A and then calls the decode function on it. The dependence graph for the loop within “decode” forms a chain and therefore if nothing else is done Vector Seeker would show no vector parallelism. However, since the outer loop will read a fresh A each time, Vector Seeker will allow vectorization of the code on the outer loop. Since this example is so simple, vectorizing the outer loop might be a reasonable approach, but in more complex situations it might not be easy to do this outer loop vectorization. In this case we would limit the scope to the decode function would show no vector potential. This kind of decision must be made by the programmer and the scope limiting functionality allows the programer to explore different choices. The second case is where there is some initialization code containing dependences which cause misalignments of the shadow values of an array before entering a vector loop. Imagine a simple code such as in Figure 8. The first loop computes the prefix sum of A. This loop has a dependence chain so will set the shadow values of A to separate increasing values. The second loop is trivially vectorizable but is missed due to the increasing values in the shadow of A. By restricting the scope to the second loop, Vector Seeker can determine that it corresponds to a vector operation. To handle situations like this, we implemented a post processor that will take the output of the whole program trace and rerun each function scope that had instructions for which the RV indicates multiple vector operations (i.e. RV [i][t] > 1 for different values of T ). The results from this are then reported for the selected function scopes. The final category of instrumentation functions are used to simplify reporting down to loops rather than instruction or source lines. The functions tracer loopstart and tracer loopend allow for Vector Seeker to relate instructions to loop bodies as follows. When Vector Seeker encounters tracer loopstart, it pushes the loop id argument on a stack of loop ids. Similarly, when it encounters tracer loopend, it checks that it matches the top of the stack and pops the id from the stack. Then, when it reports the



Figure 7. Simple Scope Example



for ( i = 1; i < N ; i ++) A [ i ] += A [i -1] for ( i = 0; i < N ; i ++) C[i] = A[i] + B[i]



Figure 8. Simple Scope Example results, rather than indexing them only by instruction address or source line number they are also indexed by the loop id that was at the top of the stack when the instruction was encountered. 2.2



Automation



The core Vector Seeker tool is extended with some automation to support several instrumentation and analysis tasks. These tools can be divided into preprocessing and post processing. These tools were implemented in python using PLY [3]. The preprocessing tool takes standard C or C++ source and inserts the tracer loopstart and tracer loopend functions with ids that match the line number in the original source. This tool only handles well nested, for and while loops. It can work either on the raw source or on preprocessed code depending on if there is code in the headers that you want to be instrumented. There are two postprocessing tools. The first automates successive executions of Vector Seeker on function scopes that are of interest. This works as mentioned above by looking at the log file of a whole run and selecting all function contexts that had potential vectors of a size greater than one. The tool then runs the program again for each such function producing a set of logs, each named with the function that was traced. The second kind of post processing tool takes logs from Vector Seeker and produces loop summary information. For each loop that was examined by Vector Seeker, this reports the maximum average vector size for any instruction in the loop, the minimum average vector size for any instruction in the loop, the maximum number of distinct vectors for any instruction in the loop, the minimum vector size for any instruction in the loop, and the maximum vector size for any instruction in the loop. This information allows for quick interpretation of the vector potential of the examined programs.



3.



Experiments



We ran two sets of experiments to explore the effectiveness of Vector Seeker. The first used two applications from Petascale Application Collaboration Teams (PACT), and eight applications from Media Bench II. For this evaluation, we focus on verifying the success of our method as compared to the results of manual analysis. In the second set of tests, we used the automated facilities to compare the result of autovectozing with ICC(version 13.1.3) to the vector potential found by Vector Seeker. These automated tests were run



Scatter/Gather Yes No-Global No-Inline No-Unrolled



Loop was not considered in the work by Maleki Loop was manually vectorized by Maleki Loop was automatically vectorized by icc Loop was partially auto vectorized by icc Loop was similar to loop manually vectorized by Maleki Loop requires scatter gather so not considered profitable Loop was vectorized automatically and not considered Loop works on global memory and was not automatically found by the tool Function was inlined so no function scope Function was wholly unrolled so no loop
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Figure 9. Acronyms use in the table 1
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against code from Numerical Recipes and code from the TSVC loops as modified by Maleki et al [10]. In all our experiments we ran Vector Seeker on the whole program and then, using the automated post processing facilities, scoped execution to each function in which we saw vector activity. In all cases, the code was compiled with ICC(version 13.1.3). To get better debugging information when running Vector Seeker, the following flags were used for the code that was executed by Vector Seeker: -inline-debug-info -g. This provided the best performance of Vector Seeker. 3.1



PACT and Media Bench II Manual Testing



To verify the results of Vector Seeker, we result of autovectozing with reproducing earlier results by Maleki et al [10]. To this end, we ran Vector Seeker against the two applications from Petascale Application Collaboration Teams (PACT) and eight applications from Media Bench II that had been used in Maleki et al [10]. In this case we did not run an exhaustive search across all statements in the program seeking to identify vector potential since we wanted to compare not with compilers but with hand coding and not all loops were hand coded in [10]. Thus we instead examined only the most executed statements that showed activity on vector locations. To this end, we recorded all statements that were executed as frequently as any instruction within the loops studied in [10]. We then analyzed the results from these executions by hand. This manual analysis took about 5 min per loop. We examined each instruction that was processed by the tool for each loop that had instructions counts equal to the smallest loop worked on in [10]. We considered a loop vectorizable in two cases. First, a loop was considered vectorizable if all of the instructions in the loop were either a single vector or contained large, at least 8 element, vectors. Second, we considered a loop that had a single arithmetic instruction that was not vectorizable at the end of the loop to be vectorizable as a reduction. In Table 1 we present our results. The Application column is the application that was studied. The Function column lists the function that had a loop that was vectorized followed by the number of the loop in that function. The Perc column is the percentage of execution of the loop over the whole program as reported in [10]. Loops not considered in [10] are marked NC in this column. The next column summarizes the results from [10] In the case of loops that were not previously considered we write our interpretation. Finally the two Vector Seeker columns report in which case Vector Seeker identified the loop as vectorizable: when run on the whole program, Global, and on the function scope, Local. The results in Table 1 show that in most cases, the tool correctly finds the vectorization potential in the codes examined. There are three types of cases where the tool fails to find the potential. First,



Figure 10. TSC Loops when loops are wholly inlined, the tool cannot find vector parallelism in the function local context. This happens because the enclosing function is inlined, and is the case in several of the loops of the DNS when examined at the function level. The next case is where the loop that should be vectorized is completely unrolled. This happens in the JPEG Encoder. In this case, global scope found that there was a potential to vectorize but in the function scope, there was no vector potential found. The final case where Vector Seeker fails is where the vector potential is on memory locations that are not tracked, since Vector Seeker only considers operations that come from memory locations that are allocated on the stack. In the case of the MPEG2 Decoder, the code works on global arrays for the loops found in Saturate and idctcol. This can be fixed by marking the global arrays using tracer array memory to mark the memory. With this change, these loops are also found. 3.2



TSVC Loops



To examine the performance of Vector Seeker on a larger set of codes, we first took the TSVC loops and let ICC try to vectorize the whole benchmark. This was done with the -O3 -vec report1 -vec-threshold0 flags. This gave a baseline of 128 loops that were vectorized. This does not match the number reported in [10] because the 128 loops also includes initialization and verification loops. It also includes loops that ICC reports as vectorized but that were not reported as vectorized in [10] where a loop was only considered vectorized if it achieved speedup over the loop with no vector instructions. That is, in [10] the compiler reporting that the loop was vectorized was not sufficient, unlike in this paper. The code containing all TSVC loops was modified to run each loop a single time, since there was no need to repeat loops for timing. The code was then compiled with the -O0 -inline-debug-info -g flags and that was run with Vector Seeker. The results were post processed to summarize the loop information. These results are then graphed in Figure 10. The plot has the vector size along the x-axis and the number of loops that meet that threshold on the yaxis. The Compiler line is the number of loops that ICC reported as vectorized. The results from Vector Seeker are the Some Instructions and All Instructions. The first case of Some Instructions means that some of the instructions in the loop that were examined had a average vector size equal to or larger than the vector size on the x axis. The average vector size is computed as the total number of dynamic executions of the instruction divided by the number of distinct vectors for that instruction. This represents the case where some of the instructions in the loop operating on vector variables
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Vector Seeker Global Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No-Global No-Global Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Table 1. Results for PACT and Media Bench II applications and transformation applied to vectorize it. The description for all of the acronyms can be found in Figure 9
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s122 ( n1 , n3 ) ; }
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int s122 ( int n1 , int n3 ) {
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j, k; 1; 0; ( int i = n1 -1; i < LEN ; i += n3 ) { k += j ; a [ i ] += b [ LEN - k ];
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Figure 12. Numerical Recipes Loops



Figure 11. s122



can be vectorized but not all. The All Instructions case is the same except that all instructions must have an average vector size at least as large as the required vector size. In this case, all of the instructions in the loop operating on vector variables can be vectorized with that vector size. There are a few things to note. First, the top point of the graph is 159. This is the total number of loops considered by Vector Seeker, since any loop that is executed may be vectorized with a vector width of one element. Second, the gap between Some Instructions and All Instructions that appears when the vector size moves from 1 to 2 represents the loops that have a recurrence that occurs for some of the data in the loop but not all. This is very often the case when the loop has reductions. Finally, the relatively flat behavior at the end is due to the fact that in the benchmark the loops have very uniform trip counts. The key idea demonstrated in this experiment is that Vector Seeker can locate the vector parallelism that is found in the TSVC loops even in cases where a compiler has problems. One such example of these can be seen in Figure 11. This code has had the outer timing and repetition loops removed from the benchmark for clarity but is otherwise unchanged. The loop is vectorizable in a relatively straightforward manner but is missed by ICC because it cannot resolve the constant propagation of variables n1 and n3 to allow it to vectorize this loop. This type of analysis is always difficult for compilers since the amount of code that would need to be analyzed, especially in a real code, is potentially huge. However, Vector Seeker can find it. Not all loops that are found by Vector Seeker are vectorizable with loop transformations given current hardware since some, by design, require scatter and gather instructions. One of the strengths of Vector Seeker is that it will find these loops since, while current hardware and compilers cannot exploit the potential, it is possible that the programmer can do so by changing the underlying data structures. 3.3
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To examine the performance of Vector Seeker on a larger set of codes that is not examined extensively, we choose Numerical Recipes. Their main characteristic is that they are written cleanly without the typical complications resulting from the performance tuning that is found in many benchmarks. It was hoped that this code would therefore be more representative of the code that an average programer would produce.



We encountered one unexpected issue with the tool and Numerical Recipes. Vector Seeker, by design, does not support the x87 instructions due to the technical challenges such support implied, and the belief that such code should be rare under 64-bit code generation. We found that many of the 289 programs in Numerical Recipes had x87 instructions when built on our test systems. We were able to avoid most of the failures by manually altering the random number generator. This did change the random distributions but for our purposes did not impact the dataflow in the code. Finally, on any program for which we could not easily remove the x87 code, we traced every function in the program separately and reported results on all functions that had no x87 code. Using these techniques we were able to report results on the following contexts. • Run on 289 programs • Results on 149 whole programs with no X87 • 916 loops executed in of the 149 whole programs • 521 more loops traced in functions from the 289 programs • 1413 total loops examined in at least one context



We then analyzed the results from Vector Seeker using the techniques from above. This produced the results seen in Figure 12. These results are quite similar to the results from the TSVC loops. Again the compiler line reported is the number of loops that ICC reports as vectorized using -O3 -vec report1 -vec-threshold0 and the Some and All Instructions vectorized are the minimum average and maximum average vector lengths for the instructions in the loop. The key difference is that the vector potential continues to fall rather then flatline. Since this code is really a regression test rather then a benchmark, the size of the input data produces very small trip counts. It is also the case that in this code, there are many utility loops that occur in real code but do not occur in the TSVC loops since the latter are just loop benchmarks rather then actual codes. These short loops cause the continued fall off of vector potential. In a practical application, where performance optimization was the goal, this would not be an issue since the loops with little to no execution could be safely excluded.



4.



Related Work



Measuring vector potential in a program is related to measuring parallel potential in a program. Our work builds on work done in that area, particularly on the work by Kumar. In Kumar’s work, parallelism is identified by tracking the earlest time that every value



can be computed. The optimal parallel execution is then for each instruction to execute at the earliest time when all its operands are available. In the case of maximum parallelism, the results of this are a simple histogram of how many instructions can be executed at a given time. Recently Holewinski et al [5] introduced a trace-based analysis that characterizes the vector potential of codes. This work is similar to ours, but there are some key differences. The differences in our two approaches can be grouped into two categories, engineering and philosophy. In the case of engineering the key difference is that we do not generate a trace at all. This reduces the total overhead and allows for us to generate profile information at the same time as we complete the vector analysis. The second engineering difference is that since we instrument the binary directly we can measure the vector potential in programs for which we do not have all the code, such as programs with calls to libraries. The philosophical differences start in the way that the two approaches think about candidate instructions. We partition instructions into candidates and non-candidates based on the memory locations they depend on while they consider only the floating point operations. This allows us to think about vectorizing loops that are not floating point, as is the case in most of the Media Bench II loops. The other key philosophical difference is that we do not restrict vectorization to regular memory access patterns as they do. This allows us to look for vector potential of architectures with scatter and gather instructions.



5.



Conclusions and Future Work



We demonstrated that Vector Seeker is effective at finding vector potential in existing codes. In manual testing using two applications from Petascale Application Collaboration Teams (PACT) and eight applications from Media Bench II, we found the performance that was found by hand coding as well as some loops that were not exploited by hand. Then, in automatic testing of the TSVC loops, we found the loops that were found by a modern high quality compiler as well as some loops from the benchmark that were not found by the compiler. This shows that the Vector Seeker can find vector potential in codes effectively. Further testing with Numerical Recipes indicates that even in simple real world programs, there is vector potential that is not currently exploited. We found that in real world codes, malloc is an acceptable proxy for the memory locations that will be the source of vector operations. Even though this choice allowed some loops to be missed, the number was limited. This result is not surprising since most real programs need to work on variable size inputs. We also provided facilities for Vector Seeker to work on programmer defined memory locations so that global locations can be examined. We have shown that Vector Seeker can be used to help guide exploration into the vector potential of existing codes. The data from these explorations can be used by either programs or compiler writers to better understand what vector potential exists in this code and guide future work. In the future there are two general areas where we would like to extend this work, coverage and usability. While Vector Seeker performs quite well as it stands, there are some limitations to the coverage. Currently we only support explicit for and while loop recognition, and extending the tool to handle more complex loops would increase the coverage of the tool. Similarly, we currently do not directly find reductions but assume that loops with a single nonvectorizable arithmetic operation are reductions. We would like to extend the tool to directly recognize reductions. Finally, the tool needs a more sophisticated performance model then the current instruction counting.



In the area of usability, there are several directions that we could take with Vector Seeker. First, we could work to better align the results with the diagnostics provided by compilers. Second, we could expand on the information provided to programmers integrating Vector Seeker with IDEs. Third, we could work on enhancing the tool for use by compiler writers to help guide future vectorization work or to allow the results generated by the tool to directly guide compiler feedback and optimization.
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